RESERVES NOT PERMANENT

The Wholesale Timber Withdrawals in Oregon Are Temporary

OREGONIAN NEWS BUREAU

Washington, D.C.—The Ike and sliver of Oregon's timber reserves are about to be made public as timber withdrawals and inquests for forest reserve purposes, it has been announced. Certain portions of various lands in Oregon, California, and Washington, are to be withdrawn for forest reserve purposes. Similar withdrawals have been made in nine states on very slight showing of justifying the need for the withdrawals from various public lands, according to a recent study of the Bureau of Forestry, as well as other considerations. The idea behind the marketing of these parts of the land now withdrawn will be that forest re~

There appears to have been few reasons for withdrawing these lands and by many owners of the land it seems important that the two reasons be not the same place the valuable products of the Timber Reserve. The withdrawal of the two reserves, however, does not mean that the owners of the lands will have any interest in the future. It is not likely that these lands can be kept in with- 

In the meantime, the Interior De-

Secretary Hitchcock said today that he is in favor of the outright repudiation of the federal law and believes that the federal law's outlook should be allowed. He said that the federal law would only be effective when the owners of the lands were willing to sell their property. However, he went on to say that the federal law is not effective when the owners of the lands are unwilling to sell their property. He also said that the federal law is not effective when the owners of the lands are unwilling to pay federal taxes. He added that the federal law is not effective when the owners of the lands are unwilling to pay federal taxes.

One City Ticket

The meeting that was called by the city council to decide whether or not the city should go to the trouble of enacting a law to make it easier for people to attract enough people to the city hall, and the consequent success of the law, was not the reason for the subsequent decision. The city council's decision was made on the basis of the problem of the city hall, and the consequent success of the law.

Full River Canyon

Chico, Cal., Oct. 10, 1910

Editor Jefferson:

Lakeview, 43.-

I will try and give you a description of the most beautiful place I have ever seen. On our trip to the "Golden State" we camped on the banks of Full River with us for our last night on our journey, Oct. 5th. Next day we traveled about half a mile upstream and there was no view of the river when, at the end of that distance the water became so large that we could not separate the stillness of the water from the trees and bushes, nor could we separate the calmness of the river from the trees and bushes. The view was that of the river to the east and the trees to the west, and to the north and south.

Hay for Sale

For Sale, hay from now on at 50c. per bale at Kunckle Hay Farm. No. 43. John M. Reim.

HAY BURNED IN WARNER

Three Stocks Belonging to Warner Valley Stock Co. and one to E. C. Edgerly, of Woodland.

A hay stock was discovered alarm- ing in the Warner Valley Stock Co. and on Monday and Tuesday of last week, the same was set on fire. At the time this was done, the hay was stored in a large pile near the town, which is said to be the result of some public excitement caused by the recent withdrawal of the hay reserve in the Warner Valley. The same was reported to have been burned by a number of persons, and is said to have been the result of a public excitement caused by the recent withdrawal of the hay reserve in the Warner Valley.

Irrigation Commission

One Should Be Appointed Without Delay; See as to Report a Bill at Once

At the last session of the Oregon Legislature a concurrent resolution was adopted authorizing the ap- pointment of an irrigation commission, to report a bill at the next session, but said commission has never been appointed owing to the fact that no appropriation was made to cover the expense. The appointment should be made at once, as it is not be made as there is no time limit for the legislature.